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Abstract
We introduce a new computational model for melodic

contours—melody embeddings. It is based on the approach
of distributional semantics where embeddings represent units
as continuous vectors in a multi-dimensional space based on
hypothesis that units with similar meaning are used in similar
contexts. This paradigm is applied to melodic contours and
their segments. Melodic contours are represented by vectors
of the same dimensionality independent on their length and
shape. We successfully evaluated the ability of the proposed
model to measure the distance between melodic contours. The
results of applying the model for a task of prominent words
detection have not showed the improvement over traditional
prosodic features. Nevertheless we assume the model to be very
promising. The possible applications for the proposed unsuper-
vised prosodic model include processing of speech of under-
resourced languages, modelling prosodic variability for text-
to-speech synthesis, recognition and classification of prosodic
events by means of deep-learning algorithms.
Index Terms: prosody, melody, unsupervised clustering, dis-
tributed representations, embeddings.

1. Introduction
We introduce a new computational method that models a
melodic unit using the information about its context.

There is multiple evidence that melodic context is impor-
tant for both perception and production of melodic contours.
Cutler and colleagues showed that prosody helps to forecast
focus location and intonation [1], [2]. Grosjean showed that
listeners use various prosodic cues to predict the length of sen-
tence given its beginning [3]. Linguistic research of different
languages show that prenuclear and postnuclear melody corre-
sponds to nuclear accent and is not arbitrary. Despite the fact
that final accent is the most salient intonational cue, prenuclear
intonation plays the role in distinguishing statements and ques-
tions in German [4], Greek [5] and Russian [6]. There is pub-
lished evidence for European Portuguese [7] and Russian [8]
that post-nuclear intonation can coincide with nuclear intona-
tion.

Word meanings are successfully detected by contextual in-
formation in the field of computational semantics and language
modelling. The most widely used approach for this is the word
embedding method. Word embedding approach has become a
state-of-the-art method since its introduction by Mikolov [9].
The word embeddings represent words as continuous vectors in
a multi-dimensional space based on the hypothesis that words
with similar meaning are used in similar contexts. The method
has also been successfully applied to non-NLP tasks, e.g. mod-
elling gene and protein sequences [10] and health care [11]. In
the field of prosody modelling, word embeddings were applied
for prosodic events recognition [12]. Ribeiro and colleagues
used prosodic data to improve word embeddings applied in text-
to-speech synthesis [13]. Their prosodic data included clustered

information on fundamental frequency and energy. Authors de-
clare that the proposed approach led to better text-to-speech
synthesis in terms of subjective evaluation.

We propose to use the distributional approach for melody
modelling, i.e. melody embeddings. The novelty of our ap-
proach is to train multidimensional melody embeddings purely
on melodic information.

There are unsupervised methods that cluster prosodic in-
formation in multidimensional prosodic vectors, e.g. Princi-
pal Component Analysis [14], [15], Functional Data Analy-
sis [16], [17], Self-Organizing Maps and Functional Principal
Component Analysis [18]. However, none of them use prosodic
context information as explicitly as the distributional approach.

The main problem for applying word embeddings to
prosodic data is that it requires tokenization, while there are no
clear tokens in melodic contours. Recently Schütze presented
a tokenization-free method that processes a string of symbols
with no assumption of any token boundaries [19].

This is why we applied embedding representation to
melodic contours as it was defined by Schütze. We evaluated
the proposed model in two tasks: (1) estimation of distance be-
tween two melodic contours and (2) using F0 information for
prosodic events detection.

2. Method
The procedure of building the melody embedding model con-
sists of three steps: (1) calculating the stylized melodic con-
tour; (2) coding the melodic information; (3) obtaining the vec-
tor representation of melody.

2.1. Calculating the melodic contour

Fundamental frequency (F0) is detected by the pitch tracking
tool taken from Kaldi ASR toolkit [20]. The pitch tracker cal-
culates F0 and probability of voicing for each processing frame.
We keep only the F0 values with the probability of voicing
above 0.85. The F0 errors and microprosodic events are auto-
matically detected and eliminated from melodic contours, then
voiceless parts are bridged by means of linear interpolation. Fi-
nally, the contour is smoothed by Savitzky-Golay filtering using
second order polynomial in 5 sample windows [21].

2.2. Coding

The goal of this step is to code F0 movements with symbols so
that we could apply text processing techniques.

The most common melody coding methods include
ToBI [22], Tilt [23], INTSINT [24], SLAM [25]. We use none
of the existing coding schemes as we consider them to be too
general for our purpose: ToBI and INTSINT describe only the
most important points of the melodic contour, whereas Tilt and
SLAM describe the contour in terms of very few symbols and
quantize F0 values in broad intervals. Thus we applied our own
coding scheme.
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(a) Nearest contours to a fall of 5 semitones
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(b) Nearest contours to a rise of 5 semitones
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(c) Nearest contours to a compound fall contour
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(d) Nearest contours to a compound rise-fall contour

Figure 1: Nearest contours to the most frequent contours of different shape with indication of their cosine similarity

The smoothed melodic contour is processed in non-
overlapping 50 ms frames. The F0 movement range within
each frame is calculated in semitones. The movement is de-
fined as rising, falling or level by the relative position of F0

maximum and minimum within the frame. The contour is split
into slopes—sequences of frames with identical direction of F0

movement. The sum of F0 values for each frame is a measure
of F0 movement of the slope.

Next, each slope is coded by a letter of Latin alphabet. The
coding scheme is simple. Each value in semitones corresponds
to a letter: 1—a, 2—b, 3—c, ..., 26—z. Positive values are
coded by lower-case letters and negative values are coded by
upper-case letters. Level slopes with the range of zero semi-
tones are coded by the symbol ‘=’. For instance, the melodic
contour that consists of three slopes ‘2, 0, -3’ is coded by the
string ‘b=C’. The resulting coded melodic contour has no in-
formation on the duration of slopes, it contains only information
on their range.

We have conducted a series of preliminary experiments
on relatively small amount of speech data. They have shown
several tendencies. First, it is better to discard slopes that
are single-frame-long, as they add random noise to the final

model. Second, adding temporal information to the coding sig-
nificantly decreases the efficiency of the resulting embedding
model. This might be due to a significant increase in the total
number of basic symbols: from 53 to about 400 as in this case
the ‘symbol’ consists of a letter and a value for slope duration
(e.g. ‘b4 =2 C3’).

2.3. Embedding

The coded string of symbols is used as input for the embedding
procedure. We follow the tokenization-free approach of embed-
ding representation [19]. We apply the method of multiple ran-
dom segmentation—split a symbol representation of melodic
contour into sequences of non-overlapping segments of random
length ranging from kmin to kmax (‘n-grams’). The result of such
segmentation is a sequence of n-grams up to kmax symbols long.
Each symbol representation is split m times in order to provide
a better coverage of symbol n-grams. Results of all random
segmentations are concatenated into one ‘text’.

To learn the embeddings we use the skip-gram objective.
The method attempts to predict surrounding n-grams from each
symbol n-gram. The idea of the skip-gram model [9] is to
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Table 1: Comparison of various feature sets applied to prominent words detection

Feature set Precision Recall F1-measure
F0 maximum movement 64.9 78.0 70.9
F0 melodic contour 62.6 71.7 66.8
ProsVec 61.2 70.7 65.6
Temporal features 59.9 77.0 67.4
Intensity features 55.8 62.2 58.8
F0 max movement, ProsVec 66.6 75.9 70.9
F0 melodic contour, ProsVec 62.2 72.0 66.8
F0 max movement, F0 melodic contour 69.6 77.0 73.1
F0 max movement, F0 melodic contour, ProsVec 69.3 75.9 72.5
F0 max movement, F0 melodic contour , temporal features, intensity features 74.4 83.0 78.5
F0 max movement, F0 melodic contour , temporal features, intensity features, ProsVec 74.1 82.9 78.3

predict the surrounding context words given the central word.
Words are represented as n-dimensional vectors and the model
is produced by a neural network with a single hidden layer. The
network is trained to minimize the negative log-likelihood:

− logP (wc−h, ..., wc−1, wc+1, ..., wc+h|wc)

= −
2h∑

j=0,j 6=h

uT
c−h+jvc + 2h log

|V |∑

k=1

exp(uT
k vc),

(1)

where wi is a word in the vocabulary V ; word wc is taken
within each context c−h, ..., c+h; vc and uc are the input and
the output vector representations of word wc.

3. Experimental Material
To train the melody embedding model we used 320 hours of
speech. The recordings consisted of a set of fiction and non-
fiction audio-books in mp3 format with various quality ranging
from 92 kbps to 320 kbps. Mp3-files were converted to wav
format by means of ffmpeg and than processed by the procedure
described in Section 2.

To evaluate the proposed model in the experiments we used
CORPRES (Corpus of Professionally Read Speech) developed
at the Department of Phonetics, St. Petersburg State Univer-
sity [26]. The corpus contains recordings of read speech; the to-
tal duration is over 30 hours; it contains over 64 000 intonational
phrases and 200 000 running words. The annotation consists of
pitch, phonetic, orthographic and prosodic tiers with transcrip-
tion and segmentation. The prosodic tier includes boundaries of
intonational units, indications of phrase accents and prominent
words.

We skipped the first step of automatic pitch detection de-
scribed in Sec. 2.1, as the corpus annotation has a pitch tier.

4. Experimental Results
In our experiments, word length was from kmin=1 to kmax=4
symbols. The corpus was segmented 20 times. The dimen-
sion of vc and uc vectors was set to 50. The considered context
length for the skip-gram model equalled to 3 words.

We used a Python implementation of word2vec, Gen-
sim [27], for learning embeddings of letter n-grams. We trained
a word2vec skip-gram model on the material, with intonation
units presented as sentences, and its ‘melodic segments’ (short
melodic contours from 1 to 4 slopes long) as words. The result-
ing material contained 4.7 million ‘melodic segments’. The vo-

cabulary of the model has about 82 000 ‘melodic segments’ in-
cluding 55 000 ‘melodic segments’ found less than 10 times.

To estimate the efficiency of the proposed prosodic model
in two typical prosody modelling tasks we conducted two ex-
periments: (1) estimation of the distance between two contours
and (2) using F0 information for prosodic events detection.

4.1. Distance calculation

As melodic contours are represented by vectors, we were able to
calculate the distance between different contours. As a measure
of distance between two vectors we used cosine similarity. Its
values range from ‘0’ (most distant) to ‘1’ (nearest).

For this experiment we took fifty most frequent contours
with length ranging from 1 to 4 slopes. Then we calculated the
contours whose representation vectors were closest to the vector
of each frequent contour. For each frequent contour we plotted
and analysed four nearest contours. Fig. 1 illustrates these plots
of the most frequent contours. The plots include the informa-
tion about cosine similarity between the input contour and its
neighbours. The analysis showed that the nearest contours of
each frequent contour seem reasonable.

The most positive thing about the proposed model is that
it is able to calculate the distance between contours of different
length, e.g. on Fig. 1a among the nearest contours there are both
simple falls and compound falls with level F0 in the middle.

4.2. Detection of prominent words

We applied the proposed model to a very common detection
task—prominent words detection. Prominent words are consid-
ered to be words prosodically emphasized by the speaker and
thus standing out of the surrounding words. We tested embed-
dings performance against commonly used melodic, temporal
and intensity features:

• F0 maximum movement. It is the speed of the most
prominent F0 movement within the word (in semitones
per frame). The range of F0 maximum movement in
semitones was divided by the number of 50 ms frames; it
was negative for falling contours and positive for rising
contours.

• F0 melodic contour. A sequence of three F0 move-
ments within the word (in semitones). If the number of
F0 movements within the word exceeded three, the se-
quence with the maximum sum of absolute values was
chosen.

• Temporal features: maximum, minimum and mean
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sound duration within the word, normalized for the
speaker.

• Intensity features: maximum, minimum and mean val-
ues within the word, normalized for the speaker.

As embedding feature (ProsVec) we used position embed-
dings, proposed in [19] and [28], since it was shown that this
implementation allows to preserve sequence information bet-
ter, as well as compensate for melody units non present in the
vocabulary of the embedding model. For each word rise-fall
or fall-rise F0 movement of the largest amplitude was detected.
Then all sequences presented in the word and containing the de-
tected sequence as a sub-sequence were selected. The resulting
embedding vector was calculated as a sum of vectors represent-
ing the selected sequences.

We trained and tested a support-vector machine classi-
fier [29] on the set of 211 384 words (68 645 of them were
marked as prominent), using 5-fold cross-validation. We tested
and compared different feature combinations. The results are
presented in the Table 1.

The efficiency of the embedding feature is almost the same
but still lower than the efficiency of the feature it is aimed to
substitute, i.e. the melodic contour. Both of them have signifi-
cantly lower efficiency than the speed of the most prominent F0

movement. The results are disappointing considering that the
first experiment showed that the embedding model is suitable
for melodic contour comparison.

There are several possible reasons why melody embeddings
neither outperform pure melodic information nor increase the
efficiency when used as a complimentary feature. First, the
embedding feature is a 50-dimensional vector that significantly
increases dimensionality of the feature space making it very
sparse when there is a constant number of classified objects.
Second, the position-embedding approach that works well for
text-mining tasks may be unsuitable for prosody events classi-
fication. Nevertheless, one can see that vectors are well dis-
tributed and there are several clear clusters, see Fig. 2 that
shows a visualization of position-embedding vectors that have
been used for classification mapped to two-dimensional space
by means of t-SNE algorithm [30].

5. Discussion
We have presented the prosody embedding model—a new com-
putational model of prosody. It models melodic unit based on
statistical information on its context.

We tested it in two experiments and obtained controversial
results. On the one hand, the model is able to detect nearest
neighbours of frequent melodic contours. On the other hand, it
does not increase efficiency compared with pure melodic infor-
mation when used for prominent words detection.

The first and easy explanation could be that it just does
not work for prosody as it does for lexical information. Lex-
ical information is categorical and has no numerical structure.
Melodic contours may be represented as linear sequences of
numeral values and may be compared with each other. Nev-
ertheless, the results of the first experiment demonstrate that it
works for frequent melodic contours. The embedding feature
bears context information and might be considered as comple-
mentary.

We think that the most crucial reason for the failure of the
model in the second experiment is that it was trained on a small
amount of data. It is well-known that the quality of the embed-
ding model increases significantly with amount of the training

Figure 2: Distribution of melody position-embeddings mapped
to 2D space

data. Dhingra and colleagues showed that using training cor-
pora smaller than billions of tokens leads to the same efficiency
in solving the reading comprehension task as using random vec-
tors [31]. The amount of our training data was 320 hours of
speech. It was large enough to perform prosody modelling be-
fore, but for training embedding vectors of good quality this is
certainly not enough. We have 4.7 million melody tokens in
320 hours of speech. In comparison, Wikipedia, which is the
basic dataset in text processing, contains 3 billion words. Thus,
we have to use a 100 times larger corpus to achieve comparable
quality.

There is a number of possible improvements and evolution-
ary steps to enhance the quality of the modelling method. First,
one can increase the quality of data used for model training: (1)
we used a simple stylization procedure that may be improved
further; (2) our coding procedure was also very simple. The
coding scheme could be changed to decrease the number of
quantization intervals. We coded each melodic movement but
one may want to code accents only.

Second, currently there is a number of methods to train
embeddings: skip-gram, continuous bag-of-words [9] and
GloVe [32]. We have tested only one of them, the skip-gram
model, but one can test the others.

Third, current models do not use information on the relative
position of context tokens around the given one, and this seems
important for prosody. Mikolov and colleagues have started
to use word n-grams to enhance embedding results in distri-
butional semantics [33] and one could do similar for melodic
data.

We are going to test the proposed improvements in the near-
est future and present the results. We assume that this method is
very promising, our decision is grounded on its ability to de-
fine nearest melodic contours. We see many possible appli-
cations for the proposed unsupervised prosodic model includ-
ing processing of speech in under-resourced languages, mod-
elling prosodic variability for text-to-speech synthesis, recog-
nition and classification of prosodic events by means of deep-
learning algorithms.
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